
The Seven Principles of Profit 
Living In The Mindset of “Added Value!” 

 
The Number One discipline NOT being taught in high school or college is 
Financial Literacy!  
We tell our children to study hard so that they can get a good job and earn a living 
when they graduate. So we teach them English, math, history, art... courses all 
designed to teach our kids “how to think.”  We fail in teaching our children “how to 
earn a living,” while telling our children they need to study hard so they can earn a 
living!  Earning a living gets you just enough to make ends meet. Earning a living 
becomes more meaningful once we can start teaching our children how to live a life 
worth living and make this world a better place!  
 
Living a rich, fulfilling lifestyle with all the money you desire to live out your wildest 
dreams is considered unthinkable for most Americans. This type of “Lifestyles of 
The Rich and Famous” ...is NOT only available to a rare privileged few. 
 
In The Seven Principals of Profit, I make a case for an idea I strongly believe 
in:  
 
The real focus of schooling should be devoted to the study of “How to Make 
Other People’s Lives Better!” 
 
Can you imagine the impact this would have on the world economy if the study 
of “How to use your talents, skills, and work to make other people’s lives 
better” was the main focus of everyone’s education! 
 
I Grew Up Believing Success Was Something “You Had To Get” and Not 
Something “You Gained By Giving” 
I grew up in a blue collar middle class family who struggled to make ends meet. 
The notion of talking about money was almost “talk of the devil” in our house. 
Everyone knew that only crooks, greedy businessmen, sinful actors, and musicians 
were the only ones whose filthy lucre was profited off the indiscretions of decent 
hard working folks. The only “honest dollar” was gained through hard work.  
 
Passive multiple streams of income, having your money work hard for you, 
unlimited abundance, and living a life of rich rewards and achievement were topics 
never discussed in my home.  
 
My parents are Native American and they were raised in Bureau of Indian Affairs 
boarding schools. Success and achievement were never discussed in my family. Any 
discussion about money was along the lines of “No you can’t have that because we 
can’t afford it... you must think we’re made of money or something... put that 
back...DON’T EVEN ASK!” 



 
Which seems counter to what the Good Book says “Ask, believing you have already 
received...and it shall be given unto you!” 
 
My understanding of money was all about “had to-s” and  “getting.” 
 
I had to get a good education. I had to get a job. I had to go to work. I had to get a 
paycheck. I had to pay the rent. Etc.  
 
Like most American’s I worked hard but I felt like I was a victim of whatever was 
happening with the economy. I had no control over my financial future. 
 
I Have Experienced Tough Set Backs And Failure In My Life 
At age 31, I went through bankruptcy. I know what it means to have creditors 
hounding you and you have this sick feeling like you have failed your family. I know 
what it means to cry out... “Why me?” I watched as the bank repossessed my car and 
I knew all my neighbors were watching as the tow truck hauled my car away. I know 
how embarrassing it was to ask my wife for her jewelry because I needed to take it 
to a pawnshop just so we could pay the rent and buy milk for our kids. These tough 
times made me determined to never give up! 
 
My Awakening 
I am not embarrassed to share with you that during my earlier years I developed a 
drinking problem. I need to share these problems with you because they are 
fundamental to my “awakening” and important to the lessons I had to learn the hard 
way in my new understanding of success. If I did not take the 28 days to go through 
treatment I would never have come to a point in my life where I discovered a whole 
new way of living in gratefulness. 
 
No one ever starts out in life to become addicted to alcohol. I was just like everyone 
else that liked to enjoy a few drinks with friends, but over the years the craving for 
alcohol started to consume me. Denial is a powerful personal enemy; no one wants 
to admit they have things in their lives they need to change.  
 
The Greatest Gift To Yourself ~Brutal Honesty! 
The greatest gift anyone can give themselves is the “Gift of Brutal Honesty” ...being 
able to see yourself as you really are and not the person you pretend to be. We all 
have stories we tell ourselves about who we are... the amazing thing is that most of 
us start actually believing the things we convinced ourselves into and some of these 
stories are real doosies! There are the good stories of achieving our dreams and 
living out the dreams in reality. Then there are the bad stories that we tell ourselves, 
which denies the fact, we all have major problems in our lives that we need to 
address. Unfortunately it’s the bad stories that sabotage our being able to live out 
our good stories. 
 



When I was young I spent much time and effort trying to earn a lot of money so that 
everyone would think that I was “rich and important!” My whole life changed from 
the depths of personal failure when I was stunned by the fact that my selfishness to 
make myself look important was greatest stumbling block.   
 
I would work hard but then I would crash and burn. I picked myself up again and 
then went back full throttle working as hard as I could and partying as hard as I 
could and then I would hit that brick wall again. I should have been dead 3 X’s but 
thankfully God must have had bigger plans for me and kept me miraculously alive! 
 
My Intervention 
Fortunately, I had a wife and family that loved me and found the courage to do an 
intervention on me. I don’t think most people understand how terrifying it can be 
for the family committed to doing an intervention on someone they love who is 
steadfastly stubborn, defiant they don’t have a problem, and determined they don’t 
need help. I thank God today, I listened to my family when they asked for me to get 
help for my drinking. 
 
For the first two weeks while I was in treatment, I was mad at the world.  I was mad 
at my wife for doing this to me! Addiction is a very selfish and blameful disease. I 
must have been pretty sick with denial because here I was getting healthy and doing 
something good for myself and yet I was angry at my family “for doing this to me!” 
 
The Awakening: I Was Totally Responsible For What Happens In My Life! 
By my second week in treatment and after much reflection, I finally started coming 
to my senses. I can still remember to this day... it was a Tuesday afternoon, and I was 
working on understanding The 12 Steps of Alcoholic's Anonymous when it suddenly 
became clear to me... and I was stunned...I was totally responsible for everything 
good or bad that happened in my life! I could not blame anyone or any circumstance 
for things that did not go right in my life.  
 
Then I started to feel ashamed for all these years that I was so self-centered. I found 
myself kneeling by the side of my bed praying to a God I never really knew.  I also 
prayed to Jesus, and The Holy Spirit... I was afraid to leave anyone out! Finally, in my 
efforts to free myself from all my guilt, I was sprawled flat on the floor, face down, in 
my room and I was crying freely. I wanted to be forgiven and I wanted to be free. I 
told God that I was worn out from being “sick and tired.”  I needed a new beginning 
and I was willing to give up being full of myself. I was turning my life over to my Lord 
and Savior. I was willing to start serving him and living my life to make a positive 
difference in the lives others. When I got off the floor that day... for the first time in 
my life I felt freedom and a sense of peace. I also felt like the weight of the world had 
been lifted from my shoulders... and I discovered something that before would have 
never made any sense to me... 
 
There Is Power In The Word: Surrender 



That day I learned there is power in the word “surrender.” This was not an easy 
concept for me to understand. I was a Type AAA driven personality. I was tough. I 
was macho. I was arrogant enough to think that I could make the changes myself 
and this thinking was actually my weakness and ignorance. I was not the strong 
person I was convincing myself to be. By surrendering and getting help, I found this 
was actually the beginning of wisdom and the real beginning of strength. Strength 
comes from being able to ask for help. Also, I learned that when I was full of myself 
this was when I had the toughest times.  
 
I went from “Getting” to “Giving” 
Through surrender and “getting un-full of myself” I learned I was able to start 
thinking about how I could use my God given talents to make the lives of the people 
around me... better. When I gave up “wanting” and started focusing on “giving,” “My 
Awakening” started to evolve... transforming who I was as a person. 
 
I learned a very significant lesson when I finally understood there was power in the 
word “surrender.” By surrendering my personal ego and self-righteous pride, my 
blindness turned into enlightenment. This incredible awakening enabled me to 
access a universal wisdom that life’s higher purpose was to become a positive 
difference in the life’s other people. Instead of asking “what’s in it for me?" I started 
asking, “how can I give of myself to make someone else’s life better?” 
 
Here’s the wisdom... I no longer have the “I had to-s” or the “getting.” Today, because 
I am living my life in gratefulness, I have changed my “had to-s into I want to-s” and 
“my getting into my giving.” 
 
My Awakening Created Enlightened Transformation: Living A Life Obsessively 
Devoted To The Service of Others 
This awakening has further evolved into an enlightened transformation on how I 
view many things happening in my life. But the most significant transformation was 
going from my ambitions to seek personal gratification to becoming obsessively 
devoted to giving my best to make the lives of others better. 
 
Once I discovered this age-old secret to success, my whole thinking about success 
and money was drastically changed. Instead of having to prove myself, instead of 
having to dominate a whole market... all I had to do was to give my absolute best to 
one person at a time. When you can give your absolute best to one person and you 
WOW them beyond expectation... they will tell the world about you... and they will 
bring everyone in their influence to your doorsteps. It was so simple! 
 
Today with humbleness, I am now recognized beyond anything that I might have 
dreamed possible because I have surrendered myself into the service of others. 
Using the giftedness that God blessed me with to make someone else’s life a little bit 
better is the greatest reward and a personal fulfillment that cannot be matched by 
any selfish need to feel important. 
 



One of the most meaningful lessons you will learn in life is that your future begins to 
be manifested into reality, the moment when you start focusing fully on your vision, 
trusting in your ideas, and following where your heart leads you. Successful people 
see their futures as already being achieved. They believe in their dreams—Always! 
 
The second part of this lesson is that your future is never determined by your 
present circumstances.  People who focus on their present circumstances never 
move into their future. Remember your future quality of life is always determined 
by what is in you and never by what is around you!  All failures in life always blame 
what is around them for their excuses and lack of success.  The successful will 
always tell you it was past circumstances that were the motivating factors for their 
success but never their excuses!  
 
Start everyday like everything was “brand new!” Don’t pollute your new day with 
the negatives of yesterday. Treat everyone with genuine interest like they were the 
one person that you were just dying to meet, no matter how frustrating they might 
have been to you the day before.  Give them the same second chance in life that you 
would want if you messed up. Put aside your worries and disappointments. Instead 
look at everything with optimism and hope.  Start seeing the good in everything or 
everyone that you come in contact each new day and soon your days will be filled 
with blessings and joy. 
 
Wealth Is Almost A Foreign Concept For Most Americans 
For 97% of the people living in America, wealth and unlimited prosperity is almost a 
foreign concept because wealth simply seems out of reach or just plain unattainable.  
Instead these Americans end up dragging themselves to work and slugging it out at 
their daily grind. And when they get home from work…  it’s the same-ol' same-ol'… 
day after day they struggle paying their bills, putting something away for a rainy day 
is almost out of the question… it always seems like there is just too much month left 
at the end of the money!  
 
This scenario is played out daily in millions of home across America because most 
Americans are not aware of or they just don’t understand  “The Principles of Profit.”  
 
Most Americans Believe Their Jobs Are Subject To The Economy Which Means 
They Are Also Victims Of The Economy 
At the time of this writing November of 2009, America has just gone through one of 
the most devastating economic meltdown’s since the Great Depression that began in 
1929. The news all this year has been how the economic meltdown has caused  our 
nation’s economy to get flushed down the toilet. All you heard was how “The 
Economy" has caused people to lose their jobs. The Economy has caused all 
businesses to lose sales, and The Economy has caused many businesses including 
people to go bankrupt. 
 
However, some businesses in spite of the economic meltdown, overcame their tough 
times and found ways to rebuild for the future. 



 
Famous Dave’s Fights Back and Sets New Course During the Economic Meltdown 
Our company, Famous Dave’s, experienced softness in overall sales, a 10% 
reduction in some of our restaurants. In March of 2009, our stock price on the 
NASDAQ market was hit badly and was trading around $2 a share, one of the lowest 
prices our company has ever experienced. However, at the beginning of 2009, we 
made a conscious decision we were not going to participate in this national pity 
party, we were going to seize control of our destiny! We got proactive not reactive. 
 
The first thing we did was to take responsibility by declaring that it was no longer 
“The Economy” it was now “My Economy” and when you say “My Economy” that 
means you are now taking responsibility for what happens and you are no longer a 
victim of “The Economy!” 
 
Yes, we had to make all the tough decisions, which included closing a number of 
underperforming restaurants. We carefully assessed our team and dramatically cut 
down our staff at the home office. In some cases, we went out and recruited new 
stronger talent. We streamlined our home office expenses. And then we got more 
creative, innovative, and put on our thinking caps how we were going to love up our 
customers more and win them back! 
 
Famous Dave’s Triples Stock From $2 To $6 During Worst Economic Depression! 
As a company, the economic hardships were certainly tough on us. But the old 
saying goes... “If you think it is tough around here, it is only because we are doing 
what only the tough can do!” We strategized how to weather the current economic 
crisis but also we set ourselves up for success when the economy started to turn 
around. As a result of our being flexible, creative, innovative and willing to make the 
tough decisions... our stock started climbing and at the time of this writing we 
moved our stock from $2 a share from earlier this year up to $6. We TRIPLED our 
stock in one of the worst economic times ever!  
 
KEY LESSON: This amazing recovery shows anything is possible if you are willing to 
quit being blameful and take a brutally hard look at yourself and figure out how you 
are going to take responsibility for your own destiny. The second part of this lesson 
was the fact, we went back to really “loving up” our guests! 
 
Why is there a huge financial disparity in America… the Land of Opportunity? 
Why do some people succeed and others spend a lifetime barely making ends meet. 
I believe the biggest problem is caused by a lack of financial understanding on how 
to create profits. We teach what to do with your money but we don’t teach how to 
create the money. Just working hard to get a paycheck is not good enough advice! 
There are many books and courses on how to manage your money but few books 
written on how to succeed at creating wealth in the first place.  
 



Here’s the problem… you can go to any library, book store, or go on line... and you 
will find many books on how to get rich, how to manage your way to wealth and 
prosperity…  and these books will tell you: 
 

• Spend less than you earn 
• Pay yourself first 
• Wealth does not come from what you earn but the size of your investment 

portfolio. 
• Invest early and often 
• Learn the value of compound interest 
• Don’t spend your principal and live off the interest 
• Your stream of passive income should be greater than your monthly 

expenses 
• Don’t live your life in debt 

 
Great advice... but all of these principals assume: that you already have some money 
coming in... none of this advice really shares with you how to create the profits in the 
first place! Did you know there are practically no books written on the creation of 
profits? This is almost unbelievable!  I think it’s strange because the fundamental 
requirement of wealth and prosperity is... you first need profits.  
 
Before You Learn How to Manage Wealth, You Must Learn How to Create Profits! 
In fact, as a nation, we really haven’t done a good job teaching people how to live 
their lives being “profitable.” We often think “being profitable” is something only 
related to “a business” and not a …critical personal behavior.  
 
Being Profitable is a core value that should be guiding every decision you 
make throughout your day. 
Being Profitable is a learned behavior. In this lesson, I share the simple secrets to 
“The Seven Principles of Profit” that only 3% of the most wealthiest people in 
America have discovered! 
 
MAJOR KEY LESSON: Living a lifestyle that promotes Being Profitable is simply… 
produce more than you consume. If all you do is to have a consciousness that every 
day you are going to produce more that you can consume, you will never have to 
wonder how you are going to pay your bills.  
 
Here’s the fundamental key to riches, wealth, and prosperity… The ability to 
produce more than you consume on a daily basis…then using the excess to make the 
lives of others better…  will eventually lead to unlimited wealth and prosperity. This 
is called “Profits.” 
 
The Creation of Profit is the Beginning of Financial Literacy 
Many people live frustrated lives because they go to work not knowing how their 
job directly relates to the creation profits. Most people go to their job because they 



believe they “have to” go to work so they can get a paycheck. Their financial 
situation would change instantly if they started going to their jobs believing their 
Number One responsibility is to create profits. Financial Literacy is understanding 
how profits are created and this is now to your Number One job responsibility.  
 
Once you know how your job directly relates to the creation of profits, you have a 
wide-open opportunity to improve your chances of becoming more valuable as the 
one who has mastered the skills of creating profits. Your ability to consistently 
create profits will keep you highly compensated and in demand.  You will never 
have to go looking for opportunity again as opportunity will start to come looking 
for you! 
 
Everyone Should Be Getting Their Own MBA! 
By the way... I think in our drive to promote Financial Literacy we should be 
encouraging everyone to get their MBA... Massive Bank Account! 
 
Profit is a Concept Generally Misunderstood 
Profits, generally, are a highly misunderstood business concept. Individuals and 
families usually don’t have personal Profit & Loss statements… only businesses. In 
fact, the first time you see “profits” on a business financial statement is when it is 
called “Gross Profit” …gross profit… it even sounds awful! Then the “The Bottom 
Line” is considered “The Net Profit," basically what is left after expenses. This is 
backwards thinking.  
 
In reality, the creation of Profit or Added Value is the starting point of all enterprise! 
All wealth, prosperity, and success begins with The Principles of Profit! Profit is 
nothing more than ADDED VALUE. Everything first starts with the creation of 
“Added Value.”  Creating something out of nothing. Giving more then what you are 
paid to do. Delightfully giving beyond expectation. Profit is producing more than you 
consume. Profit simply is about making the world a better place. 
 
In fact, there are a few misguided thinkers that believe “people who profit” are 
somehow evil and are taking advantage of others, this couldn’t be more further from 
the truth! The ability to produce profits is a good thing. Profit Makers who 
generously create Added Value for everyone they associate with are deeply 
respected and highly honored. 
 
Profit Is Creating Added Value For Other’s Well Being 
In school we study so we can get a job so we can earn a living with the hopes and 
dreams of living out our life in prosperity and good fortune. Unfortunately 
prosperity does not come from what we earn; therefore, most people never achieve 
it. Prosperity comes from knowing how to create Added Value for other people’s 
well being.  
 



The Real Focus of Schooling Should Be Devoted to the Study of How to Make 
Other People’s Lives Better! 
So the question becomes… “Have you studied Prosperity…or better said…have you 
mastered the skills needed to make the lives of others better?” If the answer is NO, 
then how can you expect to live in prosperity? The skills needed to better the lives of 
others needs to be studied with the same intensity as you would study to prepare 
yourself for work. 
 
Profit That is Created Always Increases Value 
Profit or Added Value is always “Created.” Added Value is never acquired by 
reducing or taking it from someone else. Profit or Added Value always increases the 
prosperity or the well being of others. Profit is Good. Profit is never bad. People who 
excel at creating Added Value are selfless in their obsessive devotion to the service 
of others. When someone becomes good at creating Added Value for others… soon 
people start trusting them and then they will bring their valuable resources, ideas, 
network, and money so that the Profit Maker can continue to flourish in creating 
Added Value for all mankind! 
 
There is almost a magical “Multiplier Effect of Creating Added Value” ...when you 
obsessively give your best to others and you give more than expected... you are 
creating added value. But here’s the magic to this, others will be inspired by your 
generosity and then they will honor your selflessness by starting their own initiative 
to become better so they can give their best to the betterment of other people! 
 
Profit Creation or Creating Added Value is Positive Energy… it is unlimited and 
it is something you create by giving. 
 
Gold, on the other hand… is a Thing and is limited… for the reason,  you have 
to acquire it from limited resources. 
 
Both Gold and Added Value have financial benefits but gold is more difficult to 
acquire. Anyone–Anywhere–At Any Time… can create Added Value. The best way to 
describe why it is better to learn how to create Added Value then the acquisition of 
gold is… The Candles and Cake Theory of Supply and Demand.   
 
 
 
 

The Candles and Cake Theory of Added Value 
 

The Cake Theory Creates Scarcity 
The Cake Theory can best be described like this…If you were sitting at a table with 
another person and you each had a piece of cake in front of you, and you each ate 
your cake, you would be happy.  However, you could never enjoy the benefits of 
eating the other person’s cake. If you wanted to enjoy more than your cake, you 
would have to take the other person’s cake away from them.  



 
Unfortunately you might not enjoy the benefits of eating both pieces of cake because 
you might feel guilty in eating the other person’s cake and the other person would 
be unhappy because they didn’t get to eat their cake and enjoy it too.  Plus the 
fact…that person might get angry at you for taking their cake!  A lot of unhappiness 
is caused by “scarcity” in this example. 
 
The Candle Theory Creates A Magical Multiplier Effect of Added Value 
Here’s why The Candle Theory is best…If you were sitting at a table with another 
person and they had an unlit candle in front of them and you had a lighted candle… 
you could use your candle to light their candle. In lighting the other person’s candle 
you did not have to give up your lighted candle… in addition, you created happiness 
or Added Value for the other person. Two candles is not double the energy but 
actually almost 4Xs the energy! And just two candles will light up the whole room so 
many more people can enjoy the benefits. This example explains the almost magical 
Multiplier Effect of Added Value. 
 
No matter if you are broke or well off, the best way to live is in the Profit Mindset! 
Even if you don’t have any money right now… you can always give more than what 
is expected.  
 
From this day forth…start adding value to everything you do and start living in the 
increase of profits!  
 
The Seven Principle’s of Profit! 
 
Principles of Profit RULE 1: All Prosperity... first begins with Profit 
or Added Value.  
Before there is Wealth, Prosperity, or Abundance… first there must be “Profits.” 
Profits are simply “Added Value.” The essence of life is to create value. Profit is all 
about growth. Profit is delighting beyond expectation. Profit is giving more then you 
are paid. Profit is enlargement. Profit is leaving the world a better place because of 
your influence, hard work, productivity, creative new ideas, unselfish service to 
others, and your generosity. You can never acquire prosperity for yourself until you 
have created prosperity for others first. The rewards of life are mirrored by your 
ability to add value and an all out effort to create increase in the lives of others. 
 
Throughout time, generations of people have searched for the secrets to acquire 
great wealth… you don’t get wealthy… you become “Valuable!” True wealth is not 
money. Wealth is the measurement of how valuable you have become. Value is 
really measured by your ability to better the lives of other people. If you consistently 
create “added value” by giving more than you are paid, you will become highly 
valuable and quite wealthy!   
 
 



Principles of Profit RULE 2:  Profits are always "Created" through 
Added Value. 
Profits are always “Created” through Added Value. An increase in value is created 
when you give more than you are paid. Better products, better service, giving 
beyond expectation are always additive or accretive but never reductive. Added 
Value is never acquired by reducing someone else’s value. Real wealth is measured 
by your ability to increase Added Value for the purpose of creating prosperity for 
the well being of others. Adding Value to the world because of your existence is a 
great legacy.  
 
One of the fundamental rules of profit is “There is no equality in profit.” Profit is not 
created when you match something dollar for dollar. If someone pays you a dollar 
for your products or services and you only return a dollar’s worth of products or 
services then there is no value added and you or your business will quickly become 
like all the other companies struggling for business. If you are an employee and you 
only provide enough work for what you get paid, there is no reason to keep you 
employed. Employees that consistently give more than they are paid will always be 
in high demand. Every day you must be enterprising in creating more value in 
everything that you do. 
 
 
Principles of Profit RULE 3: Produce More Than you Consume… Live 
in “The Increase”  
Prosperity is guaranteed if all you do on a daily basis is to consistently produce 
more than you consume. You are either producing profits or you are depleting value, 
there is no in between. There is no coasting, maintaining status quo, holding your 
own, or just keeping your head above water. Once you stop giving more and 
producing less added value, you are living in depletion. Depletion quickly leads to 
poverty. 
 
Productivity, by definition, must consistently increase. In the beginning years of 
your career, you can accomplish this by studying how to excel at being your best… 
then jumpstarting your career by physically working harder and longer hours. 
When you excel at producing an abundance of profits you will gain respect and 
honor. This respect will be needed later in life, because you will need to increase 
your productivity through teaching the next generation the skills of profit making. 
Young ambitious profit makers will always gravitate to the best teachers. 
 
When you consistently give more than what you are paid you will never have to 
worry about living in scarcity or depletion. If you live “in the increase” you will live 
in prosperity. All you have to do is consistently give more than is expected and the 
world will beat a path to your door! 
 
 
  



The Principles of Profit RULE 4: There are No Preconditions to Profit 
You can start with what you have and where you are right now because profit only 
requires you give more or create more than what is expected. The ability to create 
Added Value for someone else first only requires discipline, responsibility, and a 
willing attitude on your part.  
 
One of the easiest ways to make the world a better place is to first starting with a 
positive cheerful attitude! If you are positive, cheerful, and radiate enthusiasm, you 
will brighten the world and people will celebrate you just for the joy you bring to the 
world. A cheerful friendly smile will open many doors! 
 
Being able to better the lives of others isn’t determined by what has happened in 
your past, it’s not dependent on your education... although a good education will 
increase your ability to create phenomenal added value… but your race, education, 
age, or your present state of financial affairs... are not preconditions to your ability 
to create profits.  Even if you are starting over, it doesn’t matter, you can quickly 
build a new future by generously giving of yourself with total dedication to the 
service of others.  
 
This is the fundamental reason, why millionaires when they experience a business 
failure are quickly able to create new wealth because they are masterful in creating 
added value for others. They don’t worry about what they just lost because they 
know what they lost are just things. The real value is their positive optimistic 
attitudes and the knowledge to create added value for others and they still have 
these skills and they are good at it… millionaires are masterful at making the world 
a better place. 
 
  
Principles of Profit RULE NUMBER FIVE: Work hard at Being your 
Best Because You Cannot Better the Lives of Others with Average 
Performance! 
Bettering the lives of others through Added Value requires your absolute best… an 
all-out effort with nothing held back…a total devoted focus… supercharged by a 
positive optimistic attitude that can’t be stopped! This is critical because… you 
cannot better the lives of others with average performance.  
 
When creating value for others, do it with enthusiasm and cheerfulness. Your 
positive energy and determination will help you to become your absolute best. Your 
passionate enthusiasm when using your giftedness to better someone else’s life will 
create a memorable moment for the recipient of your generosity. 
 
Bettering The Lives of Others Creates Raving Loyal Ambassadors For Your Business 
There is a big difference between selling something to a customer and creating a 
lifetime of fond memories. Delighting your customer beyond expectation intensifies 
the bond between you and your raving loyal fans. Treat your customers like guests 



with delightfully great service that WOW’s them beyond expectation and they will 
become raving loyal ambassadors for your business. The payoff for giving great 
service is that raving loyal ambassadors will sing your praises to the world the rest 
of their life! 
 
A Solon Springs Gas Station Attendant  
The first time I had ever experienced over the top service was many years ago when 
I was driving up in the Northwoods of Wisconsin. I was passing through the small 
town of Solon Springs, WI and I needed gas. This was back when there were no self-
service pumps. As soon as I pulled up, a young man, freshly scrubbed, hair combed, 
and with the biggest smile, cheerfully asked... “Can I fill you up? Regular or 
Unleaded... what will it be? If I can have your permission, I would like to check your 
oil and then I’ll check your windshield wiper fluids while I’m under the hood. I’ll also 
gladly check your tire pressure. Oh... by the way, our bathrooms are right around the 
corner and I am proud to say that we have the cleanest bathrooms in all of 
Wisconsin!” I was practically stunned! I didn’t quite know what to say, but I did 
know I had to check out his bathroom. I have to say... I don’t think I have ever been 
in a more sparkling bathroom in my life. The mirrors were spotless, everything was 
scrubbed immaculately clean, and this bathroom smelled like the first day of spring! 
When I got back to my car, this young man had all my windshields spotlessly clean 
and then he asked... “where are you headed?” I said, “I was traveling up to Duluth, 
Minnesota.” Then he asked if I needed directions or if I needed a map. I kindly 
replied that I knew where I was going. With that, he said... “It sure has been a 
pleasure serving you today.  Have a great day and a safe trip. Come back and see us!” 
 
I am sure you can guess by now, every time I am even close to Solon Springs, I go out 
of my way to buy my gas at this gas station even after this kid is long gone. And 
thirty years later, I am still telling this story everywhere I go around this country. I 
wish I had gotten the young man's name because I am sure that today... he is the 
proud owner of a very successful company. 
 
KEY LESSON: Give your best to better the lives of others and they will forever sing 
your praises to the world! 
 
Principles of Profit RULE NUMBER SIX: Profits are infinite. There is a 
multiplier effect to profits.  
 
When You Are Creative... Profits Are Infinite! 
There is infinite unlimited abundance in the world! The only time there is scarcity is 
when people covet what is in someone else’s possession. There are no boundaries or 
limitations on creativity. Creativity unleashes new resources and creates an ocean 
full of abundance. Unfortunately most people go to the “Oceans of Abundance” with 
only a teaspoon. They are limited in what to expect.  
 
  



Oceans of Abundance 
Think of it this way... if you were to go the Oceans of Abundance with a dump truck 
instead of a teaspoon you still wouldn’t even put a little dent into the Oceans of 
Abundance. Even if you took out a hundred dump trucks, you still wouldn’t put a 
dent into the Oceans of Abundance. Quit thinking small! Start Thinking Big! Start 
going to the Oceans of Abundance with the biggest dump truck you can find and load 
yourself up! 
 
When you are passionately devoted or obsessively committed to bettering the lives 
of others… you are unleashing a positive energy force that is unlimited in the 
goodness it creates. The better your ability to increase the well being of others is 
like rocket fuel for own prosperity, wealth, and success.  
 
Your Giving of Yourself Unleashes A Multiplyer Effect! 
When you generously give of yourself… you create a “Multiplier Effect” that gets 
unleashed in God’s great universe and comes back to you multiplied many times 
more than the value you first so generously gave away in excess.  
 
When you become excellent at consistently creating Added Value there is a public 
relations side to the Multiplier Effect. The people you have helped will spread the 
good news about you and soon many others, far and wide, will bring their valuable 
resources, ideas, network, and money, to you, a Profit Maker, and you can continue 
to flourish in creating Added Value for all mankind! 
 
Principles of Profit RULE 7: Scarcity can be a bad thing or a good thing 
This chain of abundance gets broken once someone gives less than what is expected 
or expects something for nothing. These people live in desperation because they 
believe they are victims and wrongly believe they have no control over their 
circumstances. 
 
Prosperity OR Scarcity is YOUR Choice! You can never acquire prosperity for 
yourself until you have created prosperity for others first. Prosperity requires 
complete mastery of The Principles of Profit. The “essence of profit” is an obsessive 
devotion to the well-being of others first.  
 
There is magical goodness about Added Value… you can never deplete your own 
resources or cause scarcity for yourself when you are creating added value for 
others.  
 
Creating prosperity for others is totally up to you. No one, not even the government, 
can intervene in taking over the responsibility you have “to give of yourself” in the 
service of others.  A “What’s in it for me first” attitude… is the quickest way to a lack 
of abundance.   
 



Scarcity is not totally a bad thing and is often misunderstood. Scarcity or 
temporarily being broke should not defeat you or define you.  
 
The quickest way to emerge into prosperity from scarcity is to create an outpouring 
of positive energy and a no holds giving of everything you’ve got to the betterment 
and creation of wellbeing for others.  
 
Adding value to others… requires complete obsessive devotion to THEIR needs. This 
is impossible, if you are focused on your scarcity.  
 
Overcoming scarcity is also impossible if your mind is clogged with blamefulness, 
anger, or hurt… you will need to cleanse yourself through forgiveness. Forgiveness 
that is pure and without reservation… cleanses your mind and spirit… allowing the 
positive energy needed to create Added Value for others to flow freely. 
 
Scarcity, when properly understood, becomes the starting point for opportunity. 
Scarcity should ignite your desire and jumpstart you into action. Scarcity should 
cause you to start sharpening your learning skills. Scarcity should cause you to 
drastically up your productivity! Don’t let scarcity drag you down, instead use 
scarcity as your compelling reason to start doing more, producing more, giving 
everything you do,  a whole lot of extra effort, and then scarcity then becomes a 
good thing! Scarcity gives value to abundance or without scarcity there would be no 
value to abundance. 
 
Creating added value for others is hard work. Satisfying others requires more 
energy than just satisfying yourself. However, the rewards returned to you because 
of your unselfishness will be more than you could every dream. Plus there are the 
priceless benefits of people sharing their thanks for what you have done in their 
lives…this is heartwarming, soul satisfying and your true life’s purpose for living! 
 
Produce more than you consume. 
 
Live your life with obsessive devotion to the service of others. 
 
Be your best to give your best. 
 
Always live your life in Profitability.  
 
Adding value to make this world a better place… this is life’s 
highest purpose! 
 


